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marriage is an adventure says shobhaa de celebrity writer devoted wife and mother of six it s
about trust companionship affection and sharing it s also about learning to cope with your
partner s moods and eccentricities not to mention the delicate balancing act between parents
children friends and a career and the sometimes overpowering need to get away from it all in
this delightful book on society s most debated institution shobhaa de writes about how and why
marriages work or don t with her usual disregard for rules she reinvents tradition and
challenges old stereotypes addressing all the issues that are central to most indian marriages
the saas bahu conundrum how to escape the role trap and enjoy each other the need for honesty
aren t some secrets better left secret the importance of romance no expressions of love are
not unmanly and not any less important how to recognize the warning signs in a hopeless
relationship and run before it s too late finally the truth about marriage an exciting new
work from june bride as your hostess for this very intimate tour of my marriage it will be my
pleasure to spill it all for you the good and the bad the actual events that took place during
my marriage were sometimes amusing sometimes serious and always filled with tremendous passion
and conviction everything is told honestly with a lot of hard earned advice thrown in i hope
you find it entertaining as well as informing visit june bride on the world wide be sure and
stop by my web site located at junebridebooks com where youll find valuable resources and
information about my latest adventures and musings i guarantee youll be entertained and learn
a thing or two while youre there lets stay in touch you can send me an email message from my
web site and ill do my best to get back with you promptly whether you want to offer some
feedback about the book ask for some advice or just let off some steam about the truth in your
marriage psychologist dr robin smith reveals how to turn vows made at the altar into realistic
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plans for a long and happy marriage dr robin smith advises couples on how to take the wedding
vows that were made in earnest and in innocence to a level where they can be used to build a
happy healthy satisfying and long lasting marriage lies at the altar is for couples who are
planning marriage are newly married or who have been married for years in lies at the altar
the truth about great marriages dr robin smith addresses the unspoken needs unasked questions
outrageous expectations and hidden agendas that often linger beneath the surface of the
wedding vows and appear later to cause power struggles suffering and feelings of hopelessness
in marriages dr smith discusses why it s important to have one s eyes wide open in a marriage
how to write true vows to live by and why it s never too late to rewrite your vows she
illustrates her advice with detailed stories from her own life as well as from couples that
she has counseled and in her inspiring conclusion she invites couples to light up their lives
by acknowledging each other as individuals each of whom lights a candle and who lights a third
candle which represents us calling truth the secret ingredient of great marriages dr smith
teaches individuals and couples how to find the truth within themselves and their partners
whether they are heading to the altar suffering in an unhappy marriage divorced or simply want
to bring more satisfaction and intimacy into their relationship unveiling the truth about
marriage love lies and the path to lifelong commitment is your marriage everything you dreamed
it would be or has reality fallen short of the fairytale the truth about marriage love lies
and lifelong commitment cuts through the idealistic veneer to reveal the beautiful
complexities of marriage this comprehensive guide equips you with the tools and wisdom to
navigate the journey from the initial spark of love to the enduring flame of lifelong
commitment inside you ll discover the honest truth about love communication and conflict
resolution practical strategies for keeping the passion alive and nurturing intimacy effective
tools for overcoming challenges and weathering life s storms together guidance for navigating
difficult conversations including infidelity and rebuilding trust inspiration for embracing
growth change and the ever evolving nature of love whether you re a newlywed couple embarking
on your adventure or a seasoned partner seeking to reignite the spark this book is your
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roadmap to a fulfilling and lasting marriage don t settle for a happily ever after that exists
only in fairytales learn the truths about love face challenges with confidence and embark on a
journey of lifelong commitment with the one you love get your copy of the truth about marriage
today and start building a love story that endures therapists linda and charlie bloom have
been married more than 35 years to understand what makes a happy marriage they interviewed 29
couples who have been married more than 20 years who seem as happy as newlyweds and share
their findings we are all doing relationships wrong that is what roger nygard discovered after
meeting with dozens of psychologists and relationship specialists there are simple changes we
can make that lead to far greater relationship happiness nygard s work as a feature film and
documentary writer and director has focused on topics as diverse as an unparalleled pop
culture fandom phenomenon known as trekkies an obsessive culture of ufo enthusiasts found in
six days in roswell the behind the scenes methods used by car salesmen in the movie suckers
and the impossible to tackle topic of existentialism in the nature of existence for his next
enquiry nygard began a journey of discovery to solve an even bigger mystery marriage nygard
became obsessed with discovering why marriage is so difficult for human beings and what are
the real secrets to a successful happy relationship every generation seems to make the same
mistakes over and over we aren t taught in school how to have good relationships we are sent
into the world to figure out this complex formula on our own through trial and error a bumpy
process causing emotional damage to ourselves and others the truth about marriage is an
examination of the problems all those in relationships face and a guide with specific steps
from the experts that anybody can utilize to enjoy healthier happier more successful
relationships and marriages marriage is a great mystery that cannot be know intellectually it
must be experience and experience is the greatest teacher since i was growing up i heard about
fornication adultery sin hell the devil and all the punishment that you would face if you die
and go to hell we were told that sex before marriage was a sin yet they told us that we were
born in sin having believed everything that was taught to us from a child we were made to
believe that sex was only for pleasure and procreation we were never taught that sex is the
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most powerful energy to create our reality consciously so that we can raise better families
and live a more fulfilling life so the most powerful and pleasurable energy was suppressed by
society because many do not know their true identity neither their true sexuality and it s
ability to create their reality consciously when you read this book you would realize that the
bible is not literal neither is it secular history also you would understand the mystery of
marriage and how it pertains to christ and the church you would discover who is christ and
what is the church for yourself not what you were told from the pulpit also you would discover
the reason why you should always have sex with the right motive without guilt and shame
because you didn t sign a piece of paper or repeat the words of another when you discover the
truth about marriage you would no longer be judgmental towards those who have never walked
down the aisles and say i do when i initially married no matter how many people i talked to no
one ever seemed to give me real answers to all of my real questions or problems it was only
after experience patience prayer and listening to good sound godly and practical advice that i
was able to get a lot of my questions answered as a result i decided to share some of the
things i learned with others that are looking for real relationship advice that are single
engaged and married i want people to know that fairy tales are for storybooks marriage is
about fairy tale realities i want you to be prepared as best you can so that you not only
survive but thrive in every imaginable area of marriage some things you will only learn
through experience and time other things you will learn from talking to others and through
observation i can honestly tell you from my own journey that it is much easier to get the
lesson for some things from watching and listening to someone else rather than experiencing a
lot of things on your own at the beginning of my marriage i had no choice after reading this
book you do america s leading marriage experts distill the secrets to a happy marriage into 10
simple truths they distill what they ve learned from decades of research their counseling with
married couples and their own 30 year relationship into 10 essential and provocative truths
about marriage in the image and likeness of god s kingdom is how your marriage should look
under the power of holy communication is how the man and woman communicate purity in the home
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keeps your household under god s anointing building god s kingdom to subdue and have dominion
over the earth allows your marriage to advance the kingdom oneness between one man and one
woman with the help of the other essentials will allow your marriage to have a heavenly sex
life family is the unit of society and christian churches what makes the society and churches
of god come from the family if the family elude the moral conscience love peace and unity
society will likely be a mere conglomerate of rascals and miscreants marriage relationship
precedes family the thoughts and concerns god s plan and injunctions toward successful married
life are enormous the book you are holding in your hand written by a highly spiritual
dedicated husband and caring father joseph emerenini will avail you of god s transforming
thoughts enduring ideas and efficacious common sense that will make you a winner in marriage
be open to the truth and act let us change our world to a better world help disseminate this
great message joseph emerenini david in the bible was not a perfect man king david made lots
of mistakes but he corrected his mistakes king david sinned against god but he was quick to
repent and make restitution king david s continual services to god demonstrate our heavenly
father s forgiveness and love in our marriages we are not perfect we are bound to make
mistakes and we are expected to correct ourselves a successful marriage needs couples with
godly convictions that will stand strong against the devil s plan that is sweeping through
marriages in our homes today psalm 119 indicates that david s convictions drew him close to
god we need that type of conviction in our marriages lives and our homes the fear of the lord
is clean enduring forever the judgments of the lord are true and righteous altogether the law
of the lord is perfect converting the soul the testing of the lord is sure making wise the
simple ps 197 7 10 do you really and truly believe that you or any other human being can
remain absolutely committed to another for the rest of their lives when they couldn t remain
committed to themselves and i am not necessarily talking about infidelity go to the mirror and
fully scrutinize yourself do you see any extra pounds you may have put on because you couldn t
remain committed enough to yourself to put down that extra piece of cake do you recall lying
to yourself about quitting smoking what about that exercise regime that you lied to yourself
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about the first and most important thing in life is to realize and recognize the fact that we
are humans first and live within that knowledge and do the very best we can each partner must
come to know that we are all human and will therefore do humanely things we must therefore
respect some of the weaknesses of our partner truth that s what you ve opened this book to
find you want information that is solid and trustworthy you need truth because truth always
works just like two plus two always equals four truth will work in your marriage every time
regardless of your circumstances the marriage miracle would be a facetious title for a book if
it were based on a man s theory but this book is not based on man s theory it s based on the
most trustworthy source of wisdom god s word isaiah 55 11 says that god s word will not return
void how is that possible because god s word is truth and truth always works that scripture
goes on to say that whatever his word is spoken into will prosper it prospers because the
truth replaces the lie and when your decisions and actions are based on truth your
circumstances begin to change this book is filled with biblical principles of truth that will
bring new life to your marriage if you simply apply them as you read these pages you will
learn techniques that when applied to your marriage will always work now i know the idea of
learning techniques may sound less than exciting until you realize that you are already using
them in your marriage the problem is they are not working you re not getting the results that
you desire therefore your greatest challenge in this book will be to replace your ineffective
techniques with new ones based on principles of truth my wife evie and i have been married for
nearly 30 years now but in our 13th year of marriage we hit rock bottom it was a very very
dark time we were two signatures away from a divorce and basically just trying to decide what
would be best for our two children under the circumstances when somebody suggested that we go
to marriage counseling i didn t like that idea because i always considered myself to be the
helper and not the helpee besides i was a minister and truthfully i was pretty embarrassed to
go but i decided to go for one reason only so that after my divorce i could look my two
children in the eyes and tell them i tried everything to make it work with your mother even
counseling it was definitely the wrong reason to go but it got me there we joined one of their
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groups and went on to learn things in that program that we had never heard before at the end
of the twelve weeks we were not all better but we had all of the tools that we needed to get
all better we continued to use the tools for weeks and months and i d like to tell you that we
got better quick but it actually took us about two years to get to where we needed to be that
might seem like a long time until you consider the fact that that was about 17 years ago so
two years now seems like a drop in the bucket and certainly worth all of the healthy years of
marriage that we ve enjoyed since then our children have also been able to grow up in a house
with their biological mom and biological dad present so i know things may seem really tough
for you i m sure that they are but i want to encourage you to put your trust not in a person
not in a book but in god s truth and trust god to transform your marriage just like he did
mine your relationship with your partner really started when you were in 4th grade since all
the uncomfortable emotional reactions in you today were formed unconsciously in childhood you
are married to these old reaction patterns but your adult self is afraid to embrace them so
you blame your spouse boss friends parents kids and everything else for your discontent this
is why relationships fail i call it half syndrome you need to return to this inner kingdom of
experiences the other half of self this is where the work on marriage is run don t walk into
the fire of your old feelings there is where all the answers to the test are well written and
interesting an oddly sweet and moving book that i can highly recommend steven c hayes
foundation professor univ of nevada author of 38 books including a liberated mind how to pivot
toward what matters a uniquely insightful book explaining how our past can have a profound
impact on our marriage the lessons scientific insights and learnings will help take yourself
and your marriage to greater heights bento leal author of 4 essential keys to effective
communication in love life work anywhere an enlightening uplifting and fresh look at the
forces at play during marriage if your marriage is in trouble it s time to read this
fascinating book brian nox best selling author of f ck him nice girls always finish single and
red flags how to know he s playing games with you waking up marriage paints the way to
understanding our old souls and offers a clear path to honesty and redemption i found myself
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understood at a deep level once i began to follow its practices ron seybold author of the
memoir stealing home a father a son and the road to the perfect game most marriage books
assume the author did it right most marriage books barely mention friendship most marriage
books use intimacy as code for sex this is not one of those books in real marriage pastor mark
driscoll and his wife grace share how they have struggled and how they have found healing
through the power of the only reliable source the bible they believe friendship is fundamental
to marriage but not easy to maintain so they offer practical advice on how to make your spouse
your best friend and keep it that way and they know from experience that sex related issues
need to be addressed directly five chapters are dedicated to answering questions like should i
confess my pre marital sexual sin to my spouse is it okay to have a work spouse what does the
bible say about masturbation and oral sex stunningly honest and vulnerable real marriage is
like a personal counseling session with a couple you cannot surprise you cannot shock into
silence who will respond to every question with wisdom humility and realism if you want to
have a long lasting fulfilling marriage you should read this book wrestle with this book pray
over this book share this book and discover how god can use it to change your life
endorsements if you re married or plan to be someday do yourself a favor and read every page
of this book drs les leslie parrott founders of realrelationships com and authors of love talk
whether engaged newlywed or veteran real marriage will serve as an invaluable resource i
highly recommend this book andy stanley author of the grace of god and senior pastor north
point community church one of my greatest concerns is that culture is going to continually
define and redefine what marriage is and is not and the church is going to simply sit on the
sidelines and react rather than seeking to actually become proactive by confidently teaching
what the bible has to say about it that is why i am so thankful that mark and grace driscoll
wrote this book their approach to marriage its benefits and challenges are transparent and
challenging and i honestly believe that every married couple who will work through what they
lead us through in this book will not just merely have a marriage that survives in this world
but rather thrives in it perry noble senior pastor newspring church our thanks to mark and
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grace driscoll who have served this generation well by tastefully but boldly addressing the
real issues facing real marriages taking the unchanging truth of god s word and sprinkling in
is the story of god s mercy in their own marriage they have filled every chapter with real
helpfulness this book is powerful biblical practical and healing for marriages that hurt my
wife and our adult children read it to great profit dr james macdonald senior pastor harvest
bible chapel and bible teacher for walk in the word offering a revelatory new perspective on
loving relationships the author of hot monogamy guides readers through the natural stages of
love high and low and shows how not to break up before the breakthrough marriage truths
proposes to encourage the single person not to give up on love to believe that with god all
things are possible the content further intends to help those who are married remain committed
to their covenant with god and each other with a focus for the couple to see greatness in
their marriage it is the desire of our hearts to see more people experience joy in marriage
and peace in the home we pray that you will receive all the favor and benefits of marriage
marriage truths will provide you 20 powerful truths to enjoy a thriving marriage marriage
conversation starters marriage maintenance ideas a dynamic marriage planning outline tools to
write a vision statement for your marriage tools to write a mission statement for your
marriage tools to a enjoy a marriage that ministers to others and gives glory to god what if
your spouse isn t the problem what if it s your faulty view of marriage the lies couples
believes exposes ten unbiblical attitudes every couple brings into marriage the ways these
lies erode closeness in this sacred relationship and how renewing your mind with god s truths
leads to a more caring and connected marriage you planned for the first day of your marriage
are you planning for the last while a wonderful wedding day is important it s the last day of
marriage that really counts will the last day of your marriage come prematurely through
divorce will it be filled with regrets as you sit at the funeral of your spouse or by god s
grace will the last day be a day to rejoice in the life you lived together pastor mark
driscoll and his wife grace want you to finish well on the last day through their book real
marriage and the eleven week dvd based study they share practical help and hope with people
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just like them who entered marriage a complete mess or who are planning to be married someday
and want to avoid some sticky pitfalls in the future a companion to the real marriage dvd
based study kit this guide is uniquely designed for small groups couples and those who are
considering marriage each session in the participant s guide provides engaging group study
questions and essential homework for husbands wives and singles alike together you your spouse
and your small group will tackle the tough issues such as friendship with your spouse
pornography and sexual assault submission and respect and sexual intimacy in marriage god
desires for your marriage to be full of joy and happiness as it glorifies his son jesus makes
such marriage possible through his death and resurrection the real marriage participant s
guide includes eleven sessions homework specially designed for husbands wives and singles
guides for conversations with your spouse ideas for date nights notes for small group leaders
intended for use with the real marriage dvd based study kit isbn 978 1 4185 5040 0 and the
trade book real marriage new york times 1 bestselling authors of teaching your children values
and relationship experts richard and linda eyre explore the eight most common myths about
marriage and the truth about how to have a successful and fulfilling marriage exploring
equality versus synergy completion versus individual quest harmony versus productive debate a
test drive versus constant commitment and more the eyres show that popular opinions and
behaviors toward successful marriages actually reduce the chance of marriage fulfillment
drawing on more than fifty years of marriage and hundreds of interviews across the world the 8
myths of marriaging is a must read book for anyone considering marriage or currently nurturing
their marriage of many years when marriages hit rough spots the men and women in them need
wise and informed help through personal experience joe and michelle williams have learned what
works and what doesn t in the tough times of marriage having experienced several divorces each
before becoming christians joe and michelle write with insight and authority that can t be
denied includes a temperament test and survey to help readers evaluate their marriage
questions for self evaluation and group or support partner discussion questions a little faith
will move mountains just as a little gas will clear an entire room we reggie and cami can only
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give you what god s word says our personal experiences and a side of humor the truth will
always bless you that s what we are offering marriage is like weight lifting you start by
lifting just the bar and it is so light that you effortlessly fling it up over your head but
once life starts adding weight which can begin immediately when you return from your honeymoon
that bar isn t so light meaning it will take some serious effort to lift it you will have to
press with all your might to raise that bar at times and the great thing about that is it s
worth the sweat you need to get funky sometimes love can make you get funky lol but we have to
understand that hard work pays off faith without works is dead so that is to say after you say
the words i do it is inferred that you will with marriage down and divorce up it s tough to
get and stay married these days but therapist greg baer says you can have a happy marriage by
learning to love your partner unconditionally practicing real love chicago tribune why do more
than half of all marriages end in divorce and why is there so much unhappiness in the
marriages that survive greg baer offers the solutions for a long lasting marriage in his
anticipated follow up to real love the truth about finding unconditional love and fulfilling
relationships no matter how many wounds have been inflicted in a marriage greg baer believes
that they can be healed giving both partners the sense of fulfillment and joy they ve always
wanted with practical anecdotes and exercises throughout baer shows you why our spouses are
not the root cause of how we feel and behave the truth about why we get angry with our spouses
and argue with them how to eliminate not just manage anger and conflict how to identify what
we need to change about ourselves how you and your partner can both get what you want out of
the marriage how you can break the cycles of expectation and disappointment how to prevent
divorce and how to know when it s the right option there are no quick solutions to fixing a
marriage with greg baer as your guide you can begin to heal the wounds of the past and
cultivate the lifelong commitment to stay with your partner while learning how to
unconditionally love him or her he rocked my foundation greg baer touched me deeply he s got
the answer to finding happiness in life tony trupiano talk america why do most of us search
our entire lives for loving and happy relationships but rarely find them what is the secret
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something that all relationships need in order to thrive dr greg baer found the answers to
these questions while working with thousands of individuals and couples in real love he shares
his enlightening and practical blueprint for creating successful relationships and reveals the
secret to finding and keeping what he calls real love in real love you ll discover the
difference between imitation love and real love how to eliminate conflicts with spouses
children parents friends and colleagues how to put an end to destructive getting and
protecting behaviors how real love can eliminate anger resentment and fear the four steps to
finding real love with real love as your guide you can begin to heal the wounds of your past
and create rewarding and fulfilling relationships in every area of your life aruges that
honesty is the best policy between husband and wife and extols the virtues of truthfulness in
relationships as the secret to a healthy marriage in 2009 maxine lawrence was given a
challenge by her professor to research the subject of marriagenot because maxine had been
successfully married but because she had experienced another failed marriage in her quest she
discovered that the parent child relationship was not the highest relationship but instead it
was marriage dr lawrence has compiled information to better understand marriage facts before
during and beyond from gods perspective this book gives a biblical explanation of the origin
and purpose of marriage roles of both husband and wife and characteristics required for
permanent marriage and how to identify unhealthy individuals such as pedophiles and other
abusers when marriage breaks down and adultery fornication or desertion occur and are
unrepented of god has allowed a painful mercy called divorce which allows for remarriage but
only to christian believers with remarriage comes courting dating and blended families this
book will give you insights and practical tools that can guide you in making christ honoring
choices in this book you will discover gods original purpose for marriage roles of the husband
and wife the importance of fathers in childrens asset development serious road blocks adultery
fornication desertion what it means to fight for your marriage what about cohabitation
domestic violence substance abuse dealing with guilt and shame surviving divorce biblical
courtship what is it dating and children how do pedophiles operate are you ready of remarriage
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the best way to prepare for marriage how to blend families in this new york times bestseller a
psychologist reveals how to turn vows made at the altar into realistic plans for a long and
happy marriage humanity is shrouded in ignorance about marriage why do we marry after all
swami paramananda reveals the truth behind this sublime stage of life for marriage in its true
sense is a means to attain the ultimate union couples with great marriages know one simple
truth the best marriages are made up of many everyday decisions that say i love you rather
than those that say i love me when we put the other person first even in little ways we find
true fulfillment this book offers husbands practical hands on advice to start applying
immediately maybe you are just entering into marriage and want to start off on the right foot
maybe you have made some mistakes along the way and are struggling to connect or maybe you
want your marriage to go from good to great wherever you currently are in your relationship
let matt jacobson help you learn how to love your wife well these days many of us enjoy
unrivalled freedom and equality when it comes to choosing and building a relationship yet new
myths about how to live and love compromise that happiness kate figes argues that whether
married or cohabiting gay or straight remarried or a couple living apart the quality of our
intimate relationship is fundamental to our long term health and happiness because our need
for commitment and love hasn t changed this is not a handbook there are no easy mars and venus
universal recipes for success because relationships are far too complicated individual and
important for easy answers but learning how others sustain lifelong love and what really goes
on in other people s lives can help us to understand our own partnerships and take
responsibility for making them work couples is an incisive and important look at how we can
learn to make love endure in the bestselling tradition of the bitch in the house comes a
provocative collection of essays by prominent women writers on their own marriages and why
they chose to leave or stay isabel rose saw red flags before her marriage but everyone thought
she d made a perfect match ann hood s relationship with her husband had the usual bumps until
the tragic death of her young daughter forged their bond for life when terry mcmillan went
through her public divorce the trauma affected everyone in her life while joyce maynard cared
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for her dying mother her children s babysitter took even better care of her husband andrea
chapin after years of money battles with her musician husband realized she had to become the
mogul in the family annie echols found her marriage on the rocks when an unexpected pregnancy
upset her family s delicate balance in the honeymoon s over women candidly discuss the good
times the bad times and what makes or breaks a marriage in essays that will resonate with
readers married single or divorced excerpt from wise wedlock the whole truth a book of counsel
and instruction for all who seek happiness in marriage the demand for yet another edition of
wise wedlock following so quickly upon the appearance of its predecessor is of course equally
gratifying to the author and publishers the latter who were the pioneers of books on sex
questions combining perfect candour with perfect wholesomeness may be reasonably proud of the
success which has attended this as so many of their previous ventures believing as they do
that there are few public services of greater importance than to spread what is truly saving
knowledge on the most vital of all human relationships from the first the success of wise
wedlock was never in doubt and the expressions of appreciation which have reached the author
from readers who in these chapters found for the first time a frank statement of truths which
it concerned them most intimately to know would fill many pages the writer takes this
opportunity of thanking those who have written to him from far and near to bear their cordial
testimony to the practical benefit they have derived from the perusal of this book of counsel
and instruction he earnestly hopes that wherever this new edition or its successors are read
his work will prove a means of preventing the manifold unhappiness which so largely springs
from ignorance and promote human wellbeing and harmony within the bonds of marriage he must
needs say a word on the subject of the wise wedlock advisory bureau which it was found
necessary to establish when questions on personal problems began to pour in about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more
at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
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imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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Spouse
2005

marriage is an adventure says shobhaa de celebrity writer devoted wife and mother of six it s
about trust companionship affection and sharing it s also about learning to cope with your
partner s moods and eccentricities not to mention the delicate balancing act between parents
children friends and a career and the sometimes overpowering need to get away from it all in
this delightful book on society s most debated institution shobhaa de writes about how and why
marriages work or don t with her usual disregard for rules she reinvents tradition and
challenges old stereotypes addressing all the issues that are central to most indian marriages
the saas bahu conundrum how to escape the role trap and enjoy each other the need for honesty
aren t some secrets better left secret the importance of romance no expressions of love are
not unmanly and not any less important how to recognize the warning signs in a hopeless
relationship and run before it s too late

Finally! the Truth About Marriage
2011-12-29

finally the truth about marriage an exciting new work from june bride as your hostess for this
very intimate tour of my marriage it will be my pleasure to spill it all for you the good and
the bad the actual events that took place during my marriage were sometimes amusing sometimes
serious and always filled with tremendous passion and conviction everything is told honestly
with a lot of hard earned advice thrown in i hope you find it entertaining as well as
informing visit june bride on the world wide be sure and stop by my web site located at
junebridebooks com where youll find valuable resources and information about my latest
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adventures and musings i guarantee youll be entertained and learn a thing or two while youre
there lets stay in touch you can send me an email message from my web site and ill do my best
to get back with you promptly whether you want to offer some feedback about the book ask for
some advice or just let off some steam about the truth in your marriage

The Absolute Truth about Marriage
1968

psychologist dr robin smith reveals how to turn vows made at the altar into realistic plans
for a long and happy marriage dr robin smith advises couples on how to take the wedding vows
that were made in earnest and in innocence to a level where they can be used to build a happy
healthy satisfying and long lasting marriage lies at the altar is for couples who are planning
marriage are newly married or who have been married for years in lies at the altar the truth
about great marriages dr robin smith addresses the unspoken needs unasked questions outrageous
expectations and hidden agendas that often linger beneath the surface of the wedding vows and
appear later to cause power struggles suffering and feelings of hopelessness in marriages dr
smith discusses why it s important to have one s eyes wide open in a marriage how to write
true vows to live by and why it s never too late to rewrite your vows she illustrates her
advice with detailed stories from her own life as well as from couples that she has counseled
and in her inspiring conclusion she invites couples to light up their lives by acknowledging
each other as individuals each of whom lights a candle and who lights a third candle which
represents us calling truth the secret ingredient of great marriages dr smith teaches
individuals and couples how to find the truth within themselves and their partners whether
they are heading to the altar suffering in an unhappy marriage divorced or simply want to
bring more satisfaction and intimacy into their relationship
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The Truth about Marriage
1931

unveiling the truth about marriage love lies and the path to lifelong commitment is your
marriage everything you dreamed it would be or has reality fallen short of the fairytale the
truth about marriage love lies and lifelong commitment cuts through the idealistic veneer to
reveal the beautiful complexities of marriage this comprehensive guide equips you with the
tools and wisdom to navigate the journey from the initial spark of love to the enduring flame
of lifelong commitment inside you ll discover the honest truth about love communication and
conflict resolution practical strategies for keeping the passion alive and nurturing intimacy
effective tools for overcoming challenges and weathering life s storms together guidance for
navigating difficult conversations including infidelity and rebuilding trust inspiration for
embracing growth change and the ever evolving nature of love whether you re a newlywed couple
embarking on your adventure or a seasoned partner seeking to reignite the spark this book is
your roadmap to a fulfilling and lasting marriage don t settle for a happily ever after that
exists only in fairytales learn the truths about love face challenges with confidence and
embark on a journey of lifelong commitment with the one you love get your copy of the truth
about marriage today and start building a love story that endures

Lies at the Altar
2006-05-09

therapists linda and charlie bloom have been married more than 35 years to understand what
makes a happy marriage they interviewed 29 couples who have been married more than 20 years
who seem as happy as newlyweds and share their findings
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The Truth about Marriage
2024-03-05

we are all doing relationships wrong that is what roger nygard discovered after meeting with
dozens of psychologists and relationship specialists there are simple changes we can make that
lead to far greater relationship happiness nygard s work as a feature film and documentary
writer and director has focused on topics as diverse as an unparalleled pop culture fandom
phenomenon known as trekkies an obsessive culture of ufo enthusiasts found in six days in
roswell the behind the scenes methods used by car salesmen in the movie suckers and the
impossible to tackle topic of existentialism in the nature of existence for his next enquiry
nygard began a journey of discovery to solve an even bigger mystery marriage nygard became
obsessed with discovering why marriage is so difficult for human beings and what are the real
secrets to a successful happy relationship every generation seems to make the same mistakes
over and over we aren t taught in school how to have good relationships we are sent into the
world to figure out this complex formula on our own through trial and error a bumpy process
causing emotional damage to ourselves and others the truth about marriage is an examination of
the problems all those in relationships face and a guide with specific steps from the experts
that anybody can utilize to enjoy healthier happier more successful relationships and
marriages

The Truth about Marriage
2011-03-01

marriage is a great mystery that cannot be know intellectually it must be experience and
experience is the greatest teacher since i was growing up i heard about fornication adultery
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sin hell the devil and all the punishment that you would face if you die and go to hell we
were told that sex before marriage was a sin yet they told us that we were born in sin having
believed everything that was taught to us from a child we were made to believe that sex was
only for pleasure and procreation we were never taught that sex is the most powerful energy to
create our reality consciously so that we can raise better families and live a more fulfilling
life so the most powerful and pleasurable energy was suppressed by society because many do not
know their true identity neither their true sexuality and it s ability to create their reality
consciously when you read this book you would realize that the bible is not literal neither is
it secular history also you would understand the mystery of marriage and how it pertains to
christ and the church you would discover who is christ and what is the church for yourself not
what you were told from the pulpit also you would discover the reason why you should always
have sex with the right motive without guilt and shame because you didn t sign a piece of
paper or repeat the words of another when you discover the truth about marriage you would no
longer be judgmental towards those who have never walked down the aisles and say i do

Truth in Marriage
2022-09-22

when i initially married no matter how many people i talked to no one ever seemed to give me
real answers to all of my real questions or problems it was only after experience patience
prayer and listening to good sound godly and practical advice that i was able to get a lot of
my questions answered as a result i decided to share some of the things i learned with others
that are looking for real relationship advice that are single engaged and married i want
people to know that fairy tales are for storybooks marriage is about fairy tale realities i
want you to be prepared as best you can so that you not only survive but thrive in every
imaginable area of marriage some things you will only learn through experience and time other
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things you will learn from talking to others and through observation i can honestly tell you
from my own journey that it is much easier to get the lesson for some things from watching and
listening to someone else rather than experiencing a lot of things on your own at the
beginning of my marriage i had no choice after reading this book you do

Secrets of Great Marriages
2010

america s leading marriage experts distill the secrets to a happy marriage into 10 simple
truths they distill what they ve learned from decades of research their counseling with
married couples and their own 30 year relationship into 10 essential and provocative truths
about marriage

The Truth about Marriage
2020-02-14

in the image and likeness of god s kingdom is how your marriage should look under the power of
holy communication is how the man and woman communicate purity in the home keeps your
household under god s anointing building god s kingdom to subdue and have dominion over the
earth allows your marriage to advance the kingdom oneness between one man and one woman with
the help of the other essentials will allow your marriage to have a heavenly sex life
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The Truth about Marriage
2018-10-22

family is the unit of society and christian churches what makes the society and churches of
god come from the family if the family elude the moral conscience love peace and unity society
will likely be a mere conglomerate of rascals and miscreants marriage relationship precedes
family the thoughts and concerns god s plan and injunctions toward successful married life are
enormous the book you are holding in your hand written by a highly spiritual dedicated husband
and caring father joseph emerenini will avail you of god s transforming thoughts enduring
ideas and efficacious common sense that will make you a winner in marriage be open to the
truth and act let us change our world to a better world help disseminate this great message
joseph emerenini david in the bible was not a perfect man king david made lots of mistakes but
he corrected his mistakes king david sinned against god but he was quick to repent and make
restitution king david s continual services to god demonstrate our heavenly father s
forgiveness and love in our marriages we are not perfect we are bound to make mistakes and we
are expected to correct ourselves a successful marriage needs couples with godly convictions
that will stand strong against the devil s plan that is sweeping through marriages in our
homes today psalm 119 indicates that david s convictions drew him close to god we need that
type of conviction in our marriages lives and our homes the fear of the lord is clean enduring
forever the judgments of the lord are true and righteous altogether the law of the lord is
perfect converting the soul the testing of the lord is sure making wise the simple ps 197 7 10

Marriage! What I Think I Know!
2017-01-10
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do you really and truly believe that you or any other human being can remain absolutely
committed to another for the rest of their lives when they couldn t remain committed to
themselves and i am not necessarily talking about infidelity go to the mirror and fully
scrutinize yourself do you see any extra pounds you may have put on because you couldn t
remain committed enough to yourself to put down that extra piece of cake do you recall lying
to yourself about quitting smoking what about that exercise regime that you lied to yourself
about the first and most important thing in life is to realize and recognize the fact that we
are humans first and live within that knowledge and do the very best we can each partner must
come to know that we are all human and will therefore do humanely things we must therefore
respect some of the weaknesses of our partner

Absolute Truth About Marriage
1964

truth that s what you ve opened this book to find you want information that is solid and
trustworthy you need truth because truth always works just like two plus two always equals
four truth will work in your marriage every time regardless of your circumstances the marriage
miracle would be a facetious title for a book if it were based on a man s theory but this book
is not based on man s theory it s based on the most trustworthy source of wisdom god s word
isaiah 55 11 says that god s word will not return void how is that possible because god s word
is truth and truth always works that scripture goes on to say that whatever his word is spoken
into will prosper it prospers because the truth replaces the lie and when your decisions and
actions are based on truth your circumstances begin to change this book is filled with
biblical principles of truth that will bring new life to your marriage if you simply apply
them as you read these pages you will learn techniques that when applied to your marriage will
always work now i know the idea of learning techniques may sound less than exciting until you
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realize that you are already using them in your marriage the problem is they are not working
you re not getting the results that you desire therefore your greatest challenge in this book
will be to replace your ineffective techniques with new ones based on principles of truth my
wife evie and i have been married for nearly 30 years now but in our 13th year of marriage we
hit rock bottom it was a very very dark time we were two signatures away from a divorce and
basically just trying to decide what would be best for our two children under the
circumstances when somebody suggested that we go to marriage counseling i didn t like that
idea because i always considered myself to be the helper and not the helpee besides i was a
minister and truthfully i was pretty embarrassed to go but i decided to go for one reason only
so that after my divorce i could look my two children in the eyes and tell them i tried
everything to make it work with your mother even counseling it was definitely the wrong reason
to go but it got me there we joined one of their groups and went on to learn things in that
program that we had never heard before at the end of the twelve weeks we were not all better
but we had all of the tools that we needed to get all better we continued to use the tools for
weeks and months and i d like to tell you that we got better quick but it actually took us
about two years to get to where we needed to be that might seem like a long time until you
consider the fact that that was about 17 years ago so two years now seems like a drop in the
bucket and certainly worth all of the healthy years of marriage that we ve enjoyed since then
our children have also been able to grow up in a house with their biological mom and
biological dad present so i know things may seem really tough for you i m sure that they are
but i want to encourage you to put your trust not in a person not in a book but in god s truth
and trust god to transform your marriage just like he did mine

Making Marriage Simple
2013
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your relationship with your partner really started when you were in 4th grade since all the
uncomfortable emotional reactions in you today were formed unconsciously in childhood you are
married to these old reaction patterns but your adult self is afraid to embrace them so you
blame your spouse boss friends parents kids and everything else for your discontent this is
why relationships fail i call it half syndrome you need to return to this inner kingdom of
experiences the other half of self this is where the work on marriage is run don t walk into
the fire of your old feelings there is where all the answers to the test are well written and
interesting an oddly sweet and moving book that i can highly recommend steven c hayes
foundation professor univ of nevada author of 38 books including a liberated mind how to pivot
toward what matters a uniquely insightful book explaining how our past can have a profound
impact on our marriage the lessons scientific insights and learnings will help take yourself
and your marriage to greater heights bento leal author of 4 essential keys to effective
communication in love life work anywhere an enlightening uplifting and fresh look at the
forces at play during marriage if your marriage is in trouble it s time to read this
fascinating book brian nox best selling author of f ck him nice girls always finish single and
red flags how to know he s playing games with you waking up marriage paints the way to
understanding our old souls and offers a clear path to honesty and redemption i found myself
understood at a deep level once i began to follow its practices ron seybold author of the
memoir stealing home a father a son and the road to the perfect game

Truth about Marriage
2009-04-18

most marriage books assume the author did it right most marriage books barely mention
friendship most marriage books use intimacy as code for sex this is not one of those books in
real marriage pastor mark driscoll and his wife grace share how they have struggled and how
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they have found healing through the power of the only reliable source the bible they believe
friendship is fundamental to marriage but not easy to maintain so they offer practical advice
on how to make your spouse your best friend and keep it that way and they know from experience
that sex related issues need to be addressed directly five chapters are dedicated to answering
questions like should i confess my pre marital sexual sin to my spouse is it okay to have a
work spouse what does the bible say about masturbation and oral sex stunningly honest and
vulnerable real marriage is like a personal counseling session with a couple you cannot
surprise you cannot shock into silence who will respond to every question with wisdom humility
and realism if you want to have a long lasting fulfilling marriage you should read this book
wrestle with this book pray over this book share this book and discover how god can use it to
change your life endorsements if you re married or plan to be someday do yourself a favor and
read every page of this book drs les leslie parrott founders of realrelationships com and
authors of love talk whether engaged newlywed or veteran real marriage will serve as an
invaluable resource i highly recommend this book andy stanley author of the grace of god and
senior pastor north point community church one of my greatest concerns is that culture is
going to continually define and redefine what marriage is and is not and the church is going
to simply sit on the sidelines and react rather than seeking to actually become proactive by
confidently teaching what the bible has to say about it that is why i am so thankful that mark
and grace driscoll wrote this book their approach to marriage its benefits and challenges are
transparent and challenging and i honestly believe that every married couple who will work
through what they lead us through in this book will not just merely have a marriage that
survives in this world but rather thrives in it perry noble senior pastor newspring church our
thanks to mark and grace driscoll who have served this generation well by tastefully but
boldly addressing the real issues facing real marriages taking the unchanging truth of god s
word and sprinkling in is the story of god s mercy in their own marriage they have filled
every chapter with real helpfulness this book is powerful biblical practical and healing for
marriages that hurt my wife and our adult children read it to great profit dr james macdonald
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senior pastor harvest bible chapel and bible teacher for walk in the word

Marriage
2018-01-05

offering a revelatory new perspective on loving relationships the author of hot monogamy
guides readers through the natural stages of love high and low and shows how not to break up
before the breakthrough

Truth About Christian's Marriage
2020-07-14

marriage truths proposes to encourage the single person not to give up on love to believe that
with god all things are possible the content further intends to help those who are married
remain committed to their covenant with god and each other with a focus for the couple to see
greatness in their marriage it is the desire of our hearts to see more people experience joy
in marriage and peace in the home we pray that you will receive all the favor and benefits of
marriage marriage truths will provide you 20 powerful truths to enjoy a thriving marriage
marriage conversation starters marriage maintenance ideas a dynamic marriage planning outline
tools to write a vision statement for your marriage tools to write a mission statement for
your marriage tools to a enjoy a marriage that ministers to others and gives glory to god
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The Simple Truth
2006-06

what if your spouse isn t the problem what if it s your faulty view of marriage the lies
couples believes exposes ten unbiblical attitudes every couple brings into marriage the ways
these lies erode closeness in this sacred relationship and how renewing your mind with god s
truths leads to a more caring and connected marriage

The Marriage Miracle
2015-01-16

you planned for the first day of your marriage are you planning for the last while a wonderful
wedding day is important it s the last day of marriage that really counts will the last day of
your marriage come prematurely through divorce will it be filled with regrets as you sit at
the funeral of your spouse or by god s grace will the last day be a day to rejoice in the life
you lived together pastor mark driscoll and his wife grace want you to finish well on the last
day through their book real marriage and the eleven week dvd based study they share practical
help and hope with people just like them who entered marriage a complete mess or who are
planning to be married someday and want to avoid some sticky pitfalls in the future a
companion to the real marriage dvd based study kit this guide is uniquely designed for small
groups couples and those who are considering marriage each session in the participant s guide
provides engaging group study questions and essential homework for husbands wives and singles
alike together you your spouse and your small group will tackle the tough issues such as
friendship with your spouse pornography and sexual assault submission and respect and sexual
intimacy in marriage god desires for your marriage to be full of joy and happiness as it
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glorifies his son jesus makes such marriage possible through his death and resurrection the
real marriage participant s guide includes eleven sessions homework specially designed for
husbands wives and singles guides for conversations with your spouse ideas for date nights
notes for small group leaders intended for use with the real marriage dvd based study kit isbn
978 1 4185 5040 0 and the trade book real marriage

Waking Up Marriage
2020-10

new york times 1 bestselling authors of teaching your children values and relationship experts
richard and linda eyre explore the eight most common myths about marriage and the truth about
how to have a successful and fulfilling marriage exploring equality versus synergy completion
versus individual quest harmony versus productive debate a test drive versus constant
commitment and more the eyres show that popular opinions and behaviors toward successful
marriages actually reduce the chance of marriage fulfillment drawing on more than fifty years
of marriage and hundreds of interviews across the world the 8 myths of marriaging is a must
read book for anyone considering marriage or currently nurturing their marriage of many years

Real Marriage
2013-01-07

when marriages hit rough spots the men and women in them need wise and informed help through
personal experience joe and michelle williams have learned what works and what doesn t in the
tough times of marriage having experienced several divorces each before becoming christians
joe and michelle write with insight and authority that can t be denied includes a temperament
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test and survey to help readers evaluate their marriage questions for self evaluation and
group or support partner discussion questions

The Truth About Love
2001-06-05

a little faith will move mountains just as a little gas will clear an entire room we reggie
and cami can only give you what god s word says our personal experiences and a side of humor
the truth will always bless you that s what we are offering marriage is like weight lifting
you start by lifting just the bar and it is so light that you effortlessly fling it up over
your head but once life starts adding weight which can begin immediately when you return from
your honeymoon that bar isn t so light meaning it will take some serious effort to lift it you
will have to press with all your might to raise that bar at times and the great thing about
that is it s worth the sweat you need to get funky sometimes love can make you get funky lol
but we have to understand that hard work pays off faith without works is dead so that is to
say after you say the words i do it is inferred that you will

Marriage Truths
2015-06-24

with marriage down and divorce up it s tough to get and stay married these days but therapist
greg baer says you can have a happy marriage by learning to love your partner unconditionally
practicing real love chicago tribune why do more than half of all marriages end in divorce and
why is there so much unhappiness in the marriages that survive greg baer offers the solutions
for a long lasting marriage in his anticipated follow up to real love the truth about finding
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unconditional love and fulfilling relationships no matter how many wounds have been inflicted
in a marriage greg baer believes that they can be healed giving both partners the sense of
fulfillment and joy they ve always wanted with practical anecdotes and exercises throughout
baer shows you why our spouses are not the root cause of how we feel and behave the truth
about why we get angry with our spouses and argue with them how to eliminate not just manage
anger and conflict how to identify what we need to change about ourselves how you and your
partner can both get what you want out of the marriage how you can break the cycles of
expectation and disappointment how to prevent divorce and how to know when it s the right
option there are no quick solutions to fixing a marriage with greg baer as your guide you can
begin to heal the wounds of the past and cultivate the lifelong commitment to stay with your
partner while learning how to unconditionally love him or her

The Lies Couples Believe
2015

he rocked my foundation greg baer touched me deeply he s got the answer to finding happiness
in life tony trupiano talk america why do most of us search our entire lives for loving and
happy relationships but rarely find them what is the secret something that all relationships
need in order to thrive dr greg baer found the answers to these questions while working with
thousands of individuals and couples in real love he shares his enlightening and practical
blueprint for creating successful relationships and reveals the secret to finding and keeping
what he calls real love in real love you ll discover the difference between imitation love and
real love how to eliminate conflicts with spouses children parents friends and colleagues how
to put an end to destructive getting and protecting behaviors how real love can eliminate
anger resentment and fear the four steps to finding real love with real love as your guide you
can begin to heal the wounds of your past and create rewarding and fulfilling relationships in
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every area of your life

Real Marriage Participant's Guide
2012-01-02

aruges that honesty is the best policy between husband and wife and extols the virtues of
truthfulness in relationships as the secret to a healthy marriage

The True Marriage
2002-12

in 2009 maxine lawrence was given a challenge by her professor to research the subject of
marriagenot because maxine had been successfully married but because she had experienced
another failed marriage in her quest she discovered that the parent child relationship was not
the highest relationship but instead it was marriage dr lawrence has compiled information to
better understand marriage facts before during and beyond from gods perspective this book
gives a biblical explanation of the origin and purpose of marriage roles of both husband and
wife and characteristics required for permanent marriage and how to identify unhealthy
individuals such as pedophiles and other abusers when marriage breaks down and adultery
fornication or desertion occur and are unrepented of god has allowed a painful mercy called
divorce which allows for remarriage but only to christian believers with remarriage comes
courting dating and blended families this book will give you insights and practical tools that
can guide you in making christ honoring choices in this book you will discover gods original
purpose for marriage roles of the husband and wife the importance of fathers in childrens
asset development serious road blocks adultery fornication desertion what it means to fight
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for your marriage what about cohabitation domestic violence substance abuse dealing with guilt
and shame surviving divorce biblical courtship what is it dating and children how do
pedophiles operate are you ready of remarriage the best way to prepare for marriage how to
blend families

The 8 Myths of Marriaging
2019-07-01

in this new york times bestseller a psychologist reveals how to turn vows made at the altar
into realistic plans for a long and happy marriage

Yes, Your Marriage Can Be Saved
2007

humanity is shrouded in ignorance about marriage why do we marry after all swami paramananda
reveals the truth behind this sublime stage of life for marriage in its true sense is a means
to attain the ultimate union

Marriage: Expert Schmexpert
2019-05-04

couples with great marriages know one simple truth the best marriages are made up of many
everyday decisions that say i love you rather than those that say i love me when we put the
other person first even in little ways we find true fulfillment this book offers husbands
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practical hands on advice to start applying immediately maybe you are just entering into
marriage and want to start off on the right foot maybe you have made some mistakes along the
way and are struggling to connect or maybe you want your marriage to go from good to great
wherever you currently are in your relationship let matt jacobson help you learn how to love
your wife well

Real Love in Marriage
2007-09-20

these days many of us enjoy unrivalled freedom and equality when it comes to choosing and
building a relationship yet new myths about how to live and love compromise that happiness
kate figes argues that whether married or cohabiting gay or straight remarried or a couple
living apart the quality of our intimate relationship is fundamental to our long term health
and happiness because our need for commitment and love hasn t changed this is not a handbook
there are no easy mars and venus universal recipes for success because relationships are far
too complicated individual and important for easy answers but learning how others sustain
lifelong love and what really goes on in other people s lives can help us to understand our
own partnerships and take responsibility for making them work couples is an incisive and
important look at how we can learn to make love endure

Real Love
2004-01-19

in the bestselling tradition of the bitch in the house comes a provocative collection of
essays by prominent women writers on their own marriages and why they chose to leave or stay
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isabel rose saw red flags before her marriage but everyone thought she d made a perfect match
ann hood s relationship with her husband had the usual bumps until the tragic death of her
young daughter forged their bond for life when terry mcmillan went through her public divorce
the trauma affected everyone in her life while joyce maynard cared for her dying mother her
children s babysitter took even better care of her husband andrea chapin after years of money
battles with her musician husband realized she had to become the mogul in the family annie
echols found her marriage on the rocks when an unexpected pregnancy upset her family s
delicate balance in the honeymoon s over women candidly discuss the good times the bad times
and what makes or breaks a marriage in essays that will resonate with readers married single
or divorced

Tell Me No Lies
2000-08-08

excerpt from wise wedlock the whole truth a book of counsel and instruction for all who seek
happiness in marriage the demand for yet another edition of wise wedlock following so quickly
upon the appearance of its predecessor is of course equally gratifying to the author and
publishers the latter who were the pioneers of books on sex questions combining perfect
candour with perfect wholesomeness may be reasonably proud of the success which has attended
this as so many of their previous ventures believing as they do that there are few public
services of greater importance than to spread what is truly saving knowledge on the most vital
of all human relationships from the first the success of wise wedlock was never in doubt and
the expressions of appreciation which have reached the author from readers who in these
chapters found for the first time a frank statement of truths which it concerned them most
intimately to know would fill many pages the writer takes this opportunity of thanking those
who have written to him from far and near to bear their cordial testimony to the practical
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benefit they have derived from the perusal of this book of counsel and instruction he
earnestly hopes that wherever this new edition or its successors are read his work will prove
a means of preventing the manifold unhappiness which so largely springs from ignorance and
promote human wellbeing and harmony within the bonds of marriage he must needs say a word on
the subject of the wise wedlock advisory bureau which it was found necessary to establish when
questions on personal problems began to pour in about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Marriage Facts Before, During, and Beyond
2013-04-17

Lies at the Altar
2014-08-20
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Understanding Marriage
2008

100 Ways to Love Your Wife
2019-10-01

Marriage
1854

Couples
2011-10-04

The Honeymoon's Over
2007-02-15
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Wise Wedlock
2015-06-04
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